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QUESTION 1

What is one key way that Aruba IntroSpect enhances security for a customer network? 

A. It enforces role-based policies to ensure the right users connect to the right resources. 

B. It provides an enhanced guest portal with user identification and tracking features. 

C. It inspects all traffic and ensures that sensitive data is securely encrypted. 

D. It ties security alerts to the user or device identify associated with the alert. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You are proposing an aruba ESP solution to a customer who is interested in simplifying network management. What is
the benefit that aruba net edit brings to a solution with aruba CX Switches 

A. Net edit automates wireless network optimization, allowing Aruba APs to adjust their settings to changing conditions 

B. Net edit helps customers automate the inventory of their complete networks from switches to APS and clients 

C. Net edit helps customers more easily audit Aruba CX switches settings and software 

D. Net edit helps customers more easily create and customize policies that apply to wired and wireless clients 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You are proposing an Aruba data center networking solution to a customer who currently has Cisco switches in the data
center. The customer is concerned that the Aruba solution will not provide the features that the company needs. 

What should you explain about Aruba CX switches? 

A. These switches have as large a feature set as any data center switches in the industry, and they exceed Cisco
switches in this area. 

B. These switches integrate with HPE compute solutions, and it is those compute solutions that provide the depth of
functionality. 

C. These switches have a solid base feature set. and the customer can unlock more features by adding specialized
licenses. 

D. Aruba switches provide key data center features you seek, and their programmability, agility, and cloud-native micro-
services architecture exceed competitive functionality. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

A customer uses another vendor\\'s network infrastructure products but is considering Aruba ESP for their upgrades.
However, the customer is concerned about the time it will take to deploy the new network. What should you emphasize
about aruba to address this concern? 

A. The aruba client match makes it simple for non-experts to provision client devices to connect to the new network. no 

B. Aruba central aruba zero touch provisioning makes it faster and easier for non-experts to deploy aruba APs and
switches. 

C. Aruba Composable Fabric Manager (CFM) provides accelerated deployment for non- Aruba APs, switches, and
WAN 

D. Aruba Air Slice allows customers to quickly establish a wireless mesh, extending Wi-Fi connectivity across the
campus 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer needs a network infrastructure upgrade. Which characteristic should you use as the primary deciding factor
between proposing HPE OfficeConnect or Aruba solutions? 

A. whether the customer requires 802.11ac 

B. the company vertical 

C. the company size and number of users 

D. whether the customer requires wired or wireless access 

Correct Answer: C 
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